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Privacy By Design in real 
life?



PbyD is something we experience everyday in IT

DHCP protocol
Devices on a network get an ip address without giving more context or information about the device. 

GPS system
As a user of GPS location we get the benefit of GPS location services without the need to give information back to 
the GPS system.



Some practical 
examples



Apple Is using Privacy as an USP

Apple Airtags

Small device to track your keys or other items who could get lost.

Potential dangerous use case as a stalkerdevice.

Whenever an iPhone notices that an Airtag is following the 
iPhone it will give a notification.

(Android users are not protected against this use case…)



DNS.BE – Protect personal details for domainname holders

Since the introduction of the GDPR all 
contactdetails of domainname holders are 
protected by default.

You can send a mail to the domainname holder 
using the dns.be system.



Greenhouse – ATS (Applicant Tracking System)

All details of an applicant will be deleted after 
the specified timeframe. 



Bumble dating app where women make the first move

After a match a chat will only start after the first 
move is being made by the girl.

This gives them a more safe environment where 
they have the power to go to the next phase.



Vaccination strategy for the risk group 

During the vaccination of the risk group, also 
non-risk citizens where invited in order to mix 
both populations. 

This improved the privacy of citizens within the 
risk group during their visit in the vaccination 
centers.
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